
VINCENNES [L-H] - 05 October 
Race 1 - PRIX MYRRHA -  2100m MOBILE CL R Harness. Purse EUR €18,000. 

1. HYSOPE DE NGANDA - DQ on half of her 28 starts to date including the last six outings. Best watched. 

2. HUNA LILA - DQ at this circuit nine days ago. Others preferred. 

3. HOLESHOT - DQ twice since finishing 0.25L second at Grenade in August. Claims if putting those recent 

efforts behind him. 

4. HEROINE DU LANDRET - Held 10L ninth at Les Sables-d'Olonne 25 days ago. Third in an Enghien claimer 

prior. One to note. 

5. HERBE VERTE - DQ at this circuit 25 days ago. More needed. 

6. HANNIBAL CARNOIS - Fair 29L sixth at Chatelaillon in August. Others hold more obvious claims. 

7. HELICIANE D'ERABLE - Midfield finish when 5L sixth at this track just under five weeks ago. Of note 

without shoes. 

8. HERMES PLANCHETTE - Down the field fourteenth at this circuit eleven days ago. More needed. 

9. HERNANIE DE GODREL - 35 race maiden was beaten 9.5L sixth at Amiens last month. Likely to find a 

few too good. 

10. HAPPY COGLAIS - 32 race maiden finished sixth beaten 2.5L at Le Croise-Laroche just under two weeks 

ago. 

11. HARRY - Midfield finish when 9.25L seventh at Reims just under three weeks ago. Claims on third at Laval 

prior. Runs barefoot. 

12. HELIOS PIERJI - Tenth in a mounted race at Ecommoy nine days ago. Step forward needed. 

13. HAVANE FLIGNY - DQ at this track just over a month ago. Strong claims having finished second in a 

similar race to this at Enghien prior. 

14. HAMBLETONIAN - Below par twelfth at Le Mont-Saint-Michel 23 days ago. Bold show likely having won 

a claimer at Cabourg by 2L on his penultimate start. 

15. HANNA TURGOT - Victorious by 1.75L at Saint-Omer nine days ago. Leading contender running barefoot. 

16. HIGHLANDER - Fair 9.5L eighth at this track a week ago. Dropping in grade. 

17. HEROS FOULONIERE - 30 race maiden has been DQ on his two most recent starts. Minor role likely. 

Summary: HANNA TURGOT (15) can complete a double having won by 1.75L at Saint-Omer. Leading 
contender. HAVANE FLIGNY (13) looks set to shine. Finished 5.5L second tackling this level at Enghien on 
her penultimate start. HAMBLETONIAN (14) makes the shortlist. Won a claimer at Cabourg prior to 
disappointing at Le Mont-Saint-Michel. HELICIANE D'ERABLE (7) is another to consider. Followed up a 
claiming race victory at Enghien with a 5L sixth at this venue. 

Selections 

HANNA TURGOT (15) - HAVANE FLIGNY (13) - HAMBLETONIAN (14) - HELICIANE D'ERABLE (7)  



Race 2 - PRIX DE LA CORREZE -  2700m WALK-UP D57 Harness. Purse EUR €33,000. 

1. HAUTBRION COLMI - Good 2.5L fourth at this circuit nine days ago. Of note with a new shoeing 

combination tried. 

2. HOUSTON DE JOUDES - DQ at Chartres first up. Capable of better. 

3. HOLD UP DU DIGEON - Victorious by 1.75L at this venue nine days ago. Bold show expected running 

barefoot. 

4. HOLERO LOVE - Winner at Amiens by 2.5L just under a fortnight ago. Notable runner. 

5. HANAMOUR DE CHOUTE - Victorious in two of his last three starts including by 1.25L here fourteen days 

ago. Strong claims. 

6. HAPPY DE TOUCHYVON - DQ late on at Enghien in August. Needs to put that mishap behind him. 

7. HEART JEWEL - Fourth beaten 1.75L at Chartres ten days ago. Likely to find a few too good. 

8. HURRICANE STEED - Put two DQ behind him when 2.25L fourth here 24 days ago. Claims if maintaining 

stride. 

9. HYDROMEL - DQ two most recent starts. Others look more reliable propositions. 

10. HUMBLE STANCE - Held 9L sixth at this circuit last month. Others preferred. 

11. HANDZARO DU BOCAGE - Good form prior to a couple of DQ including at Les Sables-d'Olonne in July. 

Likely to improve for the race. 

Summary: HOLD UP DU DIGEON (3) warrants thought having won by 1.75L at this circuit. Top chance. 
HANAMOUR DE CHOUTE (5) can play a role in the finish following a 1.25L victory here. Main danger. 
HOLERO LOVE (4) enters calculations on the back of a 2.5L triumph at Amiens. In the mix. HAUTBRION 
COLMI (1) is another to consider. Beaten 2.5L fourth at this track and could bulid on that effort. Holds claims. 

Selections 

HOLD UP DU DIGEON (3) - HANAMOUR DE CHOUTE (5) - HOLERO LOVE (4) - HAUTBRION COLMI (1)  



Race 3 - PRIX JEAN MARY -  2175m WALK-UP B385 Monte. Purse EUR €67,000. 

1. FILOE DE JARY - Victorious by 10L at Laval just over two weeks ago. Leading contender without shoes. 

2. CENTAURE GEDE - Down the field tenth at this track last month. Others preferred. 

3. FLORIDA SPORT - Failed to shine when tenth in a driven race at Vichy ten days ago. Better expected 

having placed second on mounted debut here prior. 

4. DYNASTY PEJI - Fourth beaten 5.25L at this venue in January. Likely to improve for the race. 

5. EMIR DE REBOMARD - Held 32L eighth here a month ago. Others preferred. 

6. DISCO DES MOLANDS - Fair 7L seventh in a nine runner event here eighteen days ago. Minor role likely. 

7. BRIO DE TILLARD - Faded 10L sixth at this track last month. Others hold more obvious claims. 

8. BE COOL D'EB - Fifth beaten 4.5L at this venue eighteen days ago. Step forward needed. 

9. BLOOMER - Made a winning return to mounted racing when victorious by 5.5L at this circuit a month ago. 

Top chance. 

10. DIAMANT DE LARRE - Runner-up beaten 5.5L here early last month. Bold show expected running 

barefoot. 

11. DOLLAR SOYER - Faded 7.5L eighth here last month. Making his first start for a new trainer. 

Summary: FILOE DE JARY (1) can complete a double. Impressed when winning by 10L at Laval. Could be 
hard to beat. BLOOMER (9) may play a role in the finish having won by 5.5L at this circuit. Main danger. 
DIAMANT DE LARRE (10) might go one place better than when behind by 5.5L in the aforementioned race 
at this track. Holds claims. FLORIDA SPORT (3) is another to consider. Beaten 6.25L runner-up here on her 
penultimate outing. 

Selections 

FILOE DE JARY (1) - BLOOMER (9) - DIAMANT DE LARRE (10) - FLORIDA SPORT (3)  



Race 4 - PRIX KURSE -  2100m MOBILE 120 E Harness. Purse EUR €66,000. 

1. ILLUSIVE ARTIST - Held 9.5L seventh at Argentan six days ago. Others preferred. 

2. ISLA BONITA - DQ at Bernay just over three weeks ago. More needed. 

3. INTUITION - DQ in the G3 Prix de Taverny here last month. Claims on earlier form. 

4. ITALIENNE - Good 4.25L second in the G3 Prix de Taverny here twelve days ago. Bold show expected. 

5. ISEULT FLOWER - Failed to shine when 11L eighth at Amiens first up two weeks back. Improvement likely. 

6. IBRA MESLOIS - Successful by 0.25L in the G3 Prix de Montelimar here last month. Of note. 

7. IMAGINE DARLING - 8.5L seventh in the G2 Prix Victor Regis at this circuit a month ago. Capable of better. 

8. IRON MESLOIS - Sixth beaten 2.5L in the G3 Prix de Montelimar here last month. Others preferred. 

9. INSTINCT D'AM - Registered a 4L fourth in the G2 Prix Victor Regis here a month ago. In the mix. 

10. COCIS MP - Good 0.75L third at this circuit in the G3 Prix de Montelimar sixteen days ago. Leading 

contender. 

11. CHER EK - Seventh in the Premio Oaks del Trotto at Rome (Italy) last month. Making her French debut. 

12. IVRESSE DE BLARY - Fourth beaten 5.25L in the G3 Prix de Taverny here twelve days ago. One to note. 

13. CONDOR BAR - Good 1.25L fifth in the G3 Prix de Montelimar here sixteen days ago. Looking for a first 

French success. 

14. ONE PRINCESS - DQ at Mons (Belgium) last month. Others hold more obvious claims. 

Summary: ITALIENNE (4) can go one place better than when 4.25L second in the G3 Prix de Taverny at this 
circuit. Leading contender. IBRA MESLOIS (6) may play a role in the finish following a 0.25L triumph in the 
G3 Prix de Montelimar here. In the mix. COCIS MP (10) makes the shortlist having finished 0.75L third in the 
aforementioned G3 Prix de Montelimar. Holds claims. IVRESSE DE BLARY (12) is considered. Delivered a 
5.25L fourth in the G3 Prix de Taverny. INSTINCT D'AM (9) is not dismissed. 

Selections 

ITALIENNE (4) - IBRA MESLOIS (6) - COCIS MP (10) - IVRESSE DE BLARY (12) - INSTINCT D'AM (9)  



Race 5 - PRIX DE FORMERIE -  2100m MOBILE C31 Harness. Purse EUR €38,000. 

1. IRIS DES CHAMPS - Placed on all three starts since winning by 2.5L at Eauze in July including when 3.25L 

third here a week ago. Top chance. 

2. IVANA BELLA - Successful by 0.75L at this venue a week ago. Notable contender. 

3. INES FLIGNY - Fourth beaten 3.25L at this track 26 days ago. One to note. 

4. INFANTE D'ERABLE - Fair 4L fourth at this circuit eleven days ago. Claims. 

5. ISHTAR FONT - DQ here two most recent starts. New shoeing combination tried for this race. 

6. IDEALE DE BONNEFOI - DQ at Argentan six days ago. Others hold more obvious claims. 

7. IDOLE DU LOUVET - Good 0.75L second at this track seven days ago. This looks a tougher affair. 

8. IRMYLA DE SOMMAIRE - Victorious by 0.75L at this venue eighteen days ago. Of note. 

9. ILONA DIKA - Held 5.5L fifth here just under four weeks ago. Likely to find a few too good. 

10. IDEA READY - Midfield finish when 6.25L fifth at this track a week ago. Bit to find with a couple of her 

rivals now on that form. 

Summary: IRIS DES CHAMPS (1) can take this following a 3.25L third at this track. Consistent and rates a 
serious player. IVANA BELLA (2) is considered for the win having found success by 0.75L at this circuit. Makes 
appeal. IRMYLA DE SOMMAIRE (8) holds claims once more.  Won by 0.75L here. INFANTE D'ERABLE (4) 
is another to consider on the back of a 4L fourth at this venue. 

Selections 

IRIS DES CHAMPS (1) - IVANA BELLA (2) - IRMYLA DE SOMMAIRE (8) - INFANTE D'ERABLE (4)  



Race 6 - PRIX CONSTANTIA -  2850m WALK-UP G98 HCP AM Harness. Purse EUR €11,000. 

1. FLYNN STAR - Held 32L ninth at Cherbourg in August. Others preferred. 

2. EGERIE MARANCOURT - Down the field at a country track nine days ago. Poor wins/runs record. 

3. FLICFLAC DU LOGIS - Good 1.75L fourth at this circuit two weeks ago. Of note running barefoot.  

4. EMIR SPEEDHYCAT - Put a DQ behind him when fourth at a minor venue last month. Step forward 

required. 

5. FLORE DUB'S - Failed to shine when eleventh at Le Croise-Laroche just over three weeks ago. Others 

preferred. 

6. EASY POP - Below par 12L tenth at Les Andelys sixteen days ago. Making her first attempt at this venue. 

7. FAVELA SOMOLLI - Fair 9L fifth at Lisieux nine days ago. Improvement required. 

8. EAGLE DE VAUVILLE - DQ in a claimer at a minor track 24 days ago. Others hold more obvious claims. 

9. FIRST DREAM - Good 5L second when odds-on at Divonne in August. Leading contender with a top 

amateur taking the reins. 

10. FAST AND TONIC - Completed a double when winning by 1.75L at La Capelle last month. Bold show 

expected without shoes.  

11. FACETTE DE L'ITON - Held 9.25L seventh at Les Andelys last month. Needs to be at her best to figure. 

12. ERISTOFF GOLD - Fifth beaten 5L at a minor circuit last month. Step forward needed. 

13. FORREST BOIS MORIN - 4.25L fifth at Ploermel at the end of August. First two home that day have won 

since. 

14. DE TOULOUSE VET - Good 6L fourth at Vichy seventeen days ago. Notable contender. 

15. ENVIE DE FLEUR - Winning for the eighth time when victorious by 0.75L at Chartres ten days ago. Strong 

claims. 

16. DARIO DE LA BESVRE - Sixth beaten 4.25L at Le Croise-Laroche fifteen days ago. Looking for a first 

victory at the twelfth time of asking in this shoeing combination. 

Summary: FIRST DREAM (9) can deliver a victory having finished 5L second at Divonne. FAST AND TONIC 
(10) may deliver another big effort. Completed a double winning at La Capelle. ENVIE DE FLEUR (15) enters 
calculations following a 0.75L triumph at Chartres. DE TOULOUSE VET (14) is also noted on the back of a 
6L fourth at Vichy. 

Selections 

FIRST DREAM (9) - FAST AND TONIC (10) - ENVIE DE FLEUR (15) - DE TOULOUSE VET (14)  



Race 7 - PRIX DE GUINGAMP -  2850m WALK-UP CL R HCP Harness. Purse EUR €18,000. 

1. EXIT ANGOT - Held 5L seventh at Vire sixteen days ago. More required. 

2. EGAL MOI - Midfield finish when 10L eighth at Argentan six days ago. Others preferred. 

3. ECUREUIL DE CLAIRE - Step forward expected with a new shoeing combination tried second up following 

a down the field finish at Nancy nine days back. 

4. EBENE MARVIC - Sixth at Villedieu in an amateurs contest nine days ago. Others hold more obvious 

claims. 

5. FARO DU BONANT - Contested an amateurs event when eighth at Villedieu. Minor role likely. 

6. EMERAUDE DE BOUGY - Fair 7L eighth at Enghien in August. Improvement required now. 

7. ELIOTTNELL ONE - Good 3L second in an amateurs contest at Amiens just under two weeks ago. Notable 

contender. 

8. ETNA DU LUPIN - Fair 6.5L sixth at Pornichet eighteen days ago. Capable of better. Runs barefoot. 

9. ESPOIR DU JOUR - Failed to shine when fourteenth at Nancy nine days ago. Others preferred. 

10. FIGHTER DANCER - Faded 11L eighth at this circuit three weeks ago. Strong claims on debut for a new 

trainer. 

11. ELIOTT DE SIMM - DQ on three of his last four starts including at Toulouse six days ago. Risky proposition 

at present. 

12. ECHEC ET MAT - Held 19L ninth at Montier-en-Der in August. Best watched. 

13. FOLLOW ME - Eleventh at Mauquenchy just under three weeks ago. Has won at this venue in the past. 

Runs barefoot. 

14. EARLY SOMOLLI - Fair 10L sixth at Le Croise-Laroche eight days ago. Likely to find a few too good. 

15. EXTRA JET - Midfield finish when ninth at Savenay first up. Improvement expected. 

16. EMINENT D'ORGERES - Below par down the field effort at Amiens last month. Others hold more obvious 

claims. 

Summary: FIGHTER DANCER (10) can debut for a new trainer with a victory despite having faded when 11L 
eighth here previously. ELIOTTNELL ONE (7) is set to shine following a 3L second at Amiens. ECUREUIL DE 
CLAIRE (3) could show improved form in a new shoeing combination on second outing having finished 
eleventh at Nancy first up. ETNA DU LUPIN (8) may take a step forward on the back of a 6.5L sixth at 
Pornichet. 

Selections 

FIGHTER DANCER (10) - ELIOTTNELL ONE (7) - ECUREUIL DE CLAIRE (3) - ETNA DU LUPIN (8)  



Race 8 - PRIX CRUCIS -  2200m WALK-UP D17 Monte. Purse EUR €33,000. 

1. IALANIE DE HOUELLE - DQ at Vichy on debut ten days ago. Improvement needed with a new shoeing 

combination tried. 

2. IDESIA BLEUE - DQ on all three starts to date including at Caen eleven days ago. Best watched. 

3. ISLA RHEA - DQ in a driven race at Cabourg in August. Making his first mounted attempt on debut for a 

new trainer. 

4. ILOMA DE KERYANN - DQ in a driven race at Saint-Omer nine days ago. Debuting in a mounted race and 

for a new trainer with a new shoeing combination tried in this contest. 

5. ILLUSION DES BAUX - DQ in a driven race at Le Croise-Laroche fifteen days ago. Earlier driven form 

gives her a chance on mounted debut. 

6. ICALINE DIESCHOOT - Good 3L second in a driven contest at Alencon sixteen days ago. Bold show 

expected on mounted debut. 

7. INES ORANGE - Faded late on when 2L fifth in a driven contest at Les Sables-d'Olonne in August. Notable 

contender on first mounted outing. 

8. ISTRIA - Down the field eleventh at this track four weeks ago. Likely to improve for her first start in mounted 

company. 

9. ISMA MANATHIS - Runner-up beaten 10L at Caen eleven days ago. Strong claims of going one place 

better. 

10. IMELDA - DQ at Cabourg six weeks ago. Winner on mounted debut at the same venue prior. Of note. 

11. IRENE PONT VAUTIER - New shoeing combination tried now following a 5L third at Cabourg six weeks 

ago. 

12. INDISCRETION - DQ in a driven event at Cabourg at the start of August. Others preferred. 

13. IDOLE DE MATORHE - DQ twice in driven races this spell. Top chance having shown ability in mounted 

races here earlier this year. 

14. IVANOVSKA - Completed a double when winning by 3.25L at Caen last month. Leading contender. 

Summary: IVANOVSKA (14) bids for a hat-trick following a 3.25L triumph at Caen. IDOLE DE MATORHE 
(13) can put two driven DQ behind her and play a role in the finish having placed when tackling mounted 
company here in the past. ISMA MANATHIS (9) makes the shortlist. Ran 10L second at Caen. In the mix. 
Mounted debutante ICALINE DIESCHOOT (6) enters calculations on the back of a 3L second to a subsequent 
winner in an Alencon driven contest. 

Selections 

IVANOVSKA (14) - IDOLE DE MATORHE (13) - ISMA MANATHIS (9) - ICALINE DIESCHOOT (6) 

 


